
It is a cloud-based phone system, that uses your internet connection to make calls!
SignalVoice is a revolutionary phone system that will keep you connected and
communicating at all times.

The system has all the features you could possibly need, including a mobile app that
lets you make and receive calls using your office number, anywhere.

When these systems were first released they were often unreliable, however this is
not the case today. The main reason for this is that broadband across the UK has
improved significantly over the past few years. 

A word from the experts

Why your business
needs SignalVoice

Get in touch with an expert
01642 713667
solutions@signaltelecom.co.uk

What is SignalVoice?

SignalVoice is fully customisable, choose the features
you need and make it your perfect phone system -
you're in control!



Get in touch with an expert
01642 713667
solutions@signaltelecom.co.uk

The business benefits
HD calling Accessible anywhere

Feature rich Call reporting

Unify your business Cost saving

Crystal clear quality & reliable
calls.

Hunt groups, auto attendant,
click to dial, voicemail to email,
call recording & lots more!

Make and receive business calls
wherever you are, on your mobile
phone! No need for diverts.

Get detailed reports and insights
into how your team is using the
phone system.

Cloud-based phone systems
usually see a reduction in line
rental and call costs.

Everyone will be under the
same phone system, no matter
the location.

Hassle-free set up Easy to manage
Our in-house technicians can
manage your phone system with
ease.

Setting up your new cloud-
based system is smooth &
quick. 



Get in touch with an expert
01642 713667
solutions@signaltelecom.co.uk

The big switch off - Be prepared!

Openreach have announced that big changes are coming to telephone lines. They
are going to be switching off traditional ISDN and PSTN lines completely by 2025.

As of September 2023 you will no longer be able to install a new line or add to your
existing ISDN/PSTN system.

Whats happening?

You can future-proof your business by
switching to a cloud-based phone system,
such as SignalVoice! It is recommended to
transfer over to the new phone systems
early, to avoid last minute panic! We can
give you our expert advice on the best
solution for your needs.

What should I do?

To put it bluntly, it's quite simply old technology. We have been using it for
decades, and it's now time to make use of newer technologies. 

Internet connections are now faster and more reliable, it makes a lot of sense to
use your internet connection to power your phone system.

Why is this happening?

Did you know?
As of Summer 2020,  there are
approximately 5.3 million PSTN and
ISDN lines yet to make the switch to a
cloud-based phone system. 



We are an award-winning, family run business communications provider with
over 25 years experience. We are based in Stokesley on the outskirts of North
Yorkshire.

Outstanding customer service & technical support is our main priority, our
friendly & expert team is made up of people that care about you and your
business. 

Our North Yorkshire based phone system
experts would love to give you more
information and some first-class advice.

Be sure to get in touch

The Signal difference

Get in touch with an expert
01642 713667
solutions@signaltelecom.co.uk

SignalVoice - Summary

Benefits 
Feature rich
Accessible anywhere
Cost saving
Future proof

The big switch off
The old telephone lines will be
turned off in 2025
From 2023 you can't add to existing
systems
Plan in advance, avoid last minute
panic

We'd love to tell you
more

01642 713 667

solutions@signaltelecom.co.uk

www.signaltelecomstokesley.co.uk


